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EGO (false self
created by other
people’s opinions of you.)

SPIRIT (real self
accessed from
m
within, from your intuition,
conscience, and soul.)

• Has an illusion of separation from
Source.

• One with the Source/ God/ Universe.

• Created from birth forward by what
you perceive others think of you.

• You are born with your Spirit Self
intact. It is complete and ready for
a new life.

• Focused on survival and the
assurance of survival.

• Focused on fulfilling its visions,
purpose, mission, calling.

• Has a fear you might not survive.

• Doesn’t think negative thoughts.

• Lives in the past and the future.

• Lives in the present moment.

• Data is based on past experience.

• Data source immeasurable, total recall.

• Likes status quo/ comfort zone,
resistant to change, innovation,
and creativity.

• Confident in ability to adapt and find
workable solutions to any challenge.

• Looks for what is wrong and what
could go wrong.

• Assumes you will be shown how to
succeed in any situation.

• Constantly judging and evaluating.

• Listens for what feels intuitively right.

• External focus for information.

• Internal focus for information.

• Controlling; needs to be right about
the information it has collected or
believes.

• Flowing; looks for what feels
intuitively right, or what works with
good for all.

• Tries to protect you from what is
happening or could happen.

• Focused on responding appropriately
in the present moment.

• Tries to avoid mistakes.

• Sees mistakes as required to succeed.

• Sees a scarcity of “resources .
”
• Gets analytical under pressure,
wants observable proof before
taking action.

• Sees an abundance of resources .

• Trusts observable proof and the five
physical senses.

• Intuition trumps intellect for direction and timing. Recognizes unseen
influences.

• Exclusive: “ You OR me…”

• Inclusive: “ You AND me…”

• Limited creativity within a framework.

• Unlimited imagination and creativity.

• Scared, fearful, cautious.

• Fearless, undaunted, unstoppable.

• Fun is coasting, being entertained.

• Fun is challenge, innocent pleasures.

• Trusts life’s process. Trusts that
an answer or solution will appear
as needed.
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V I S I O N – C R E AT I N G Q U E S T I O N S

totally out of our
control. However, we seem to have a say about some
of the things that happen in our lives because of our
creative ability. Quantum scientists keep uncovering new
versions of this theme. Some say our creative ability is far
more powerful than we ever imagined.

A

LOT OF THINGS IN LIFE APPEAR TO BE

Two fascinating concepts from quantum physics stand
out: One, solid matter is not really solid but mostly space
and energy. Could that be a form of intention? Two, at
the smallest possible level that we can see, what we see
changes depending on who is looking at it. In other
words, what you think you see is what gets created!
I wonder how much of that we are doing.
However it works, a great way to jumpstart the
creative process is to ask yourself a question, then see
what pops into your mind. Or go deeper and ask yourself, “What do I really want to create?” then ask, “Of all
those things I have listed, which ones feel intuitively
right to me?” Then, “Which one do I start with?”
Here is a list of questions to get you started. The real
list is endless.
What do I want to see?
What do I want to feel?
What do I want to experience?
What do I want to experience once?
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What do I want to experience more than once?
What do I want to experience on a regular basis?
What do I want to touch?
What do I want to taste?
What do I want to smell?
What do I want to witness?
What do I want to do?
What do I want to master?
What do I want to be good at?
What do I want to learn?
What do I want to study?
What do I want to maintain?
What do I want to grow?
What do I want to stop doing?
What do I want to enhance in my life?
What do I want more of?
What do I want less of?
What do I want to get rid of?
What do I want to give up?
What do I want to add to my life?
Who do I want to add to my life?
What do I want that I don’t have?
What would make me happy?
What would empower me?
What would be an outrageous goal for me
that somehow feels right?
What do I really want to feel, and what do I need
to do to feel that?
Write down the answers and any other questions that
popped into your head as you read this list. Those are
usually important clues.
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FAV O R I T E R E S O U R C E S

Books by Paramahansa Yogananda (Yogananda-SRF.org):
A favorite spiritual author and meditation resource,
brilliantly clear and understandable. Many practical
books, booklets, and audio on how to live life to its
fullest. Self- Realization Fellowship is the organization
in the U.S.
Books by Nouk Sanchez: A new author in my library
over the last couple of years. Nouk has studied The
Course in Miracles for over twenty years and is now
writing books on her discovery of being able to interpret
the advanced teachings of Jesus. A brilliant, clear voice
of truth. I highly recommend her books: Take Me to Truth
and The End of Death.
Books by Eric Butterworth: In the Flow of Life and Spiritual
Economics. A revered author in my library. Eric was a Unity
minister in Detroit who had thousands attending his service
every Sunday. A master of “staying in the flow,” backing it
all up with scripture.
Motivation Management Service (theMMS.com). New
York Times best-selling author Dr. Cherie Carter Scott and
her sister Lynn Stewart are my intuitive coaching mentors.
They have been leaders in the coaching field since 1975
and are experts on how to get past negativity, blocked
feelings, and the barriers to finding your authentic self.
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Books by Timothy Gallwey: The Inner Game of Tennis,
The Inner Game of Golf, and Inner Skiing. Sports coach
and business consultant with a profound and practical
understanding of the power of intuition.
You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought—
A Book for People with Any Life-Threatening Illness Including
Life by Peter McWilliams. A comprehensive encyclopedia
on positive thinking endorsed by both Oprah Winfrey
and Larry King.
Books by Frederick Dodson: Here is an excerpt from
the back of his recent book, Intuition Training: “As
humans evolve to their next higher version, they will live
more from intuition than the old body-mind reactions.
Contrary to popular belief, intuition is more accurate
than any other source. I owe much of my own success
and happiness to it. Many of my decisions are made in
contradiction to normal reasoning. The purpose of this
book is to look at intuition from many different angles
so that you attain a clear sense of this precious gift and
take a leap to higher consciousness.

BIOGRAPHY

WALKER has been a peak
performance sales coach,
author, and speaker for more
than thirty years. He has coached
a wide variety of occupations
including Fortune 500 executives
with a specialty in intangible
sales (financial advisors, consultants, anyone selling a service).
A champion of the low-key
approach to selling, he believes your objective should be
to help your client figure out what he or she wants and
then help them get that. Sid has helped created some of
the biggest producers in the financial services business
with this non-aggressive approach.

S

ID

In the process of teaching thousands of people the
low-key approach to selling, Sid developed a way to help
his clients stay “in the Zone.” Most people relate to the
amazing experience of being in the Zone, when you are
totally focused on what you are doing in a relaxed way.
The critical voice of the ego disappears and you focus
on doing what feels intuitively right moment by moment.
In this state, whatever you do seems to work, often in
ways you have never experienced before.
What Sid describes as the secret to working in the
Zone, and his biggest breakthrough in his coaching
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practice, is to understand how the ego works to sabotage
our progress and maintain the status quo. This is why
change is so hard for most people. We are programmed
by the ego to resist real change at all costs. You must
learn to recognize the logical yet suspect voice of the ego
and, most important, you must learn to ignore that voice.
This skill opens the door to being able to hear the
quieter voice of your intuition, a required skill for being
in the Zone. Furthermore, the only way to conquer all
barriers to peak performance is to learn how to stay in
the Zone. It is easier than you might think, but it does
take guts to go against the ego’s conventional wisdom
and trust your intuitive instincts. The good news is that
being in the Zone is a lot more fun and profitable. Sid has
dedicated his coaching to teaching people how to stay
in the Zone and create the regular miracles that are the
natural result of this approach.
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OPT IN TO MAILING LIST

If you would like invitations to free webinars, periodic
articles, and new product announcements, opt in to our
mailing list at:
LivingInTheZone.info
Privacy Policy: We will not give out your email or contact
information for any reason. You can cancel your subscription at any time.
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O T H E R B O O K S B Y S I D N E Y C . WA L K E R

NONFICTION
HOW I CONQUERED CALL RELUCTANCE, FEAR OF
SELF-PROMOTION & INCREASED MY PROSPECTING!
TRUST YOUR GUT—How to Overcome the Obstacles to
Greater Success and Self-Fulfillment
HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR SALES BY ASKING A FEW
MORE QUESTIONS—Making More Sales by Helping
People Get What THEY Really Want
THE PROSPECTING MENTALITY—How to Overcome
Call Reluctance, Procrastination, and Sleepless Nights
HOW TO GET MORE COMFORTABLE ASKING FOR
REFERRALS
VISIONARY FICTION
THE LIGHTSPACE ULTIMATUM—EVOLVE OR DIE

Hire Sid as Your Coach

Dear Reader,
The reason you hire a skilled coach is to substantially
shorten the time required to reach a goal or vision. I can
cut years off the learning curve for getting you in the
Zone and enjoying this miraculous approach to life.
Learning to get in the Zone is relatively easy. The
challenge is staying in the Zone. As soon as the ego perceives you are moving into an unknown area (potential
change or risk), it will try to talk you out of whatever you
are considering. That’s where a coach can come in handy.
After a series of conversations and experiences of making
the shift back into the Zone, your confidence will grow,
and your positive results will keep you going for more.
My coaching practice has been predominantly helping
people develop a low-key approach to sales and self-promotion. I have coached financial advisors, consultants,
sales reps, entrepreneurs, business owners, executives,
professionals, career changers, and retiring professional
athletes. The process of learning to live in the Zone is of
benefit to anyone regardless of occupation. I expect to
have new clients from all walks of life from this book.
The coaching program to teach you to be skilled at
living in the Zone does not require a long-term coaching
commitment. You can make a lot of progress talking
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weekly for a couple of months. Then decide how much
follow-up coaching you want after that.
If you want to explore the possibility of working
together, send me an email with your contact info
(Sid@SidWalker.com) so we can set up a time to talk.
We can get to know each other a little and see if we might
be a good match for a coaching project.
There is no experience in life more empowering than
living in the Zone, and you already know that.
Kind regards,

Sid@SidWalker.com

